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Abstract. Mass customization (MC) has improved productivity in the manufacturing industry, and it may be applicable in the construction industry, even though
only limited literature for the implementation of MC is present.
This paper focus on how MC as a strategy can apply to the construction industry improving the overall productivity. This is done by analyzing the three fundamental capabilities of MC to determine their potentially contribution to improving the productivity relative to the well-known phases of a construction project. Any such contribution affect directly the productivity of a company as well
as whole industry, and this paper points out where to seek for improvements to
increasing the productivity in the construction industry by using MC as a strategy.
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Introduction

Most industries are subject to the increasing pressure coming from uncertainties of external factors like globalization, new market conditions, and new technology affecting
the manufacturing and construction industry. Fulfilling customer specification through
flexibly offering product families with many variants is the main market strategy [10],
and customers’ demands of verity in products leads to improvements of competitive
advantages [20]. Fast introducing of new products have become the rule more than the
exception, which may require considerable development investments and rollout costs
[5]. The productivity in the Danish construction industry has doubled over fifty years,
whereas the productivity of the manufacturing industry has increased six times (1966
to 2016) [9]. The same trend applies to countries in Scandinavian and Europe for the
last twenty years indicating that the productivity gap is industry specific [15]. Productivity is measured as output per performed working hour for the entire economy [9].
Companies searches for initiatives meeting the competition, and the construction industry focus on lean construction, six sigma, TQM, digitalization, BIM, standardization
trying to reduce costs in order to increase productivity [16], [22]. Construction productivity has been on the agenda for many decades revealing that project success depends
on cost, time and quality as the most important key performance indicators. The con-
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struction industry is subject for conflicting objectives as increasing demand for customized products, reduction of energy consumption, enhancement of cost efficiency; encouraging the construction industry to focusing on alternative improvement strategies
[19]. New manufacturing philosophies, business processes reengineering, ICT, and development of production processes and correlated processes [11] are focus areas for
improving the productivity. Some companies has undergone a transition process of offering customized products [24] “at a price near mass production” [3] under the strategy
called mass customization [17] to meet the higher demand of product variety [1], [6],
[14]. Manufacturing companies focus on modularization, prefabrication [21], configuration and changeable manufacturing [2], [25] aiming at exploiting the three fundamental capabilities of MC [21]:
1. Solution Space Development. Companies must understand their customer and their
needs of products and services, by identifying valuable product attributers, and hereafter developing products and services that effectively can adapt to these individual
requirements through standardization, product platforms, modularization, etc.
2. Choice Navigation. Companies must be able to guide their customer to identifying
their own problems and solutions by selecting or configuring the product or service
matching requirements, while minimizing complexity and burden of choice.
3. Robust Process Design. Companies must have a flexible and robust value chain design and mastering the ability to efficiently reuse or recombine existing organizational and value chain resources to fulfill the differentiated customers’ need.
The essence of MC is the focus on customers problems, the requirement and demand
of products and services by offering exactly enough variety in product range so nearly
everyone finds what they want [19]. The success of a MC systems depends on external
and internal factors, which justifies the use of MC as a competitive strategy and supports the development of MC systems; these six success factors are: 1) Customer demand for variety and customization must exist; 2) Market conditions must be appropriate; 3) Value chain should be ready; 4) Technology must be available; 5) Products
should be customizable; 6) Knowledge must be shared [23].
The construction industry is characterized as delivering complex projects at various
locations exposed to unpredictable weather conditions and seasonality, which differ
from to the manufacturing industry [3], [4]. The construction industry's demand for
customization in terms of individual architecture, function, quality, timeframe, environment, may seem challenging to handle with e.g. standardization, mass production,
and modularization [7]. MC has not been explored in the construction industry, thus,
only limited literature is currently present, but as the construction industry makes produces products with high variety, the utilization of the three fundamental capabilities
of MC may result in higher productivity like in the manufacturing industry [7], [17].
This paper focuses on how the three fundamental capabilities of MC potentially can
improve the productivity over the phases of a construction project in order to prioritize
further improvement initiatives in the use of MC in the construction industry.

1.1

Research Questions

An initial review of MC in the construction industry revealed only a limited amount of
literature dealing with MC, which indicate that further research is needed in order to
understand clearly, how MC as a strategy can facilitate improving productivity of the
construction industry.
Research questions:
The purpose of this paper is to analyze MC as a strategy improving the productivity of
the construction industry by looking into the three fundamental capabilities of MC to
clarify how they contributes to the productivity in the phases of a construction project.
The research question of this paper is: RQ1: How can the three fundamental capabilities
of MC potentially contribute to the productivity increase in the construction industry?

2

Methods

Research question 1 is addressed by analyzing the three capabilities of MC in order to
clarify how they potentially can affect the productivity of a construction project. Entities in the value chain both individually and interconnected are of particular interest
utilizing of the three fundamental capabilities of MC. Initially parties of a construction
project will be defined, after which the phases of a typical construction project will be
clarified in order to determine where the three fundamental capabilities of MC interfere.

3

Result

The entities involved in Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) projects
consist of architects, engineers, consultants and advisors; construction company and
external parties working on site; suppliers of materials delivered to the site, tools and
machinery applied on site; manufactures of prefabricated elements to be delivered on
site; and the construction owner. Availability of standards and tools are the prerequisites for a successful cooperation between entities, and therefore the foundation for applying MC improving the productivity. Any construction project, can only be achieved
by handling the customer’s needs as an integrated process across the design and construction phases of a project involving entities of the value chain, which seems possible
by using ICT and available standards (BIM/IFC) [15].
Construction projects are often structured individually from project to project, and
from company to company seen from a management perspective. Nevertheless, there
seems to be a certain conformity about four overall project lifecycle phases; design [D],
construction [C] and operations [O], and demolition [D]. These phases may be subdivided into sub-phases, and further subdivided into activities, sub-activities and tasks,
etc. However, this paper deals with the following six phases: 1) plan, involving management activities like planning, monitoring, leadership, etc., starting the project and
evolving during the entire project; 2) design, including product development activities

concerning architecture and engineering, 3) construct, comprising physical activities
taking place off-site and on-site related to manufacturing, assembly, montage; 4) handover, dealing with activities associated with reviewing project deliverables meeting
agreed contract; 5) maintenance, relating to daily operations/maintenance of the product; 6) demolition, is the final stage of a product including activities related to destruction and reusing. Some phases overlaps each other, and especially the planning phase
seems to interfere with all phases during the entire project from cradle to grave as an
iterative process changing character during the project lifecycle.
The three fundamental capabilities of MC will be mapped accordingly to these six
phases clarifying where MC has a positive or negative contribution to productivity.
3.1

Solution Space Development (SSD)

As a part the Solution Space Development (SSD) a mass customizer must identify the
needs of its customer, and define where the customers are different and where they care
about the differences, e.g. product attributers clarifying what to offer. The foundation
is a knowledgebase of preferences, needs, desires, satisfaction, motives of the potential
customers and users of the products or services. However, this may seem as a fundamental change for ETO companies as it may limiting the product offerings to customers, which indeed should not be the case as the knowledgebase is dynamic and adaptable always trying to reflect the needs of the customers. The essential part is to understand the needs of the customers and to decide, whether and how these are being meet.
SSD includes three approaches to development capabilities: “Innovation tool kits”,
“Virtual concept testing”, and “Customer experience intelligence” [21]; which are considered as guidance direction and not a limitation to the work related to clarifying the
solution space that companies want to develop and deliver to the customers.
“Innovation tool kits, implies the software that enables large pools of customers to
translate their preferences into unique product variants, allowing each customer to highlight possibly unsatisfied needs” [21]. Such solutions or toolkits will obviously help
companies and customers strengthen their collaboration opportunities about project deliverables focusing their effort on correct fulfillment of needs, quality issues, and limitation of reworks caused by misunderstandings of design and requirements specifications. Therefore, this approach would potentially have a productivity impact on the
phases: plan, design, construct.
“Virtual concept testing, covers an approach for efficiently submitting scores of differentiated product concepts to prospective customers via virtual prototype creation and
evaluation” [21]. For the majority of the products developed by AEC projects are possible to be virtual illustrated and evaluated beforehand to strengthen the customer experience of the intended project deliverables increasing clarity of design and reducing
misunderstandings leading to rework. Therefore, this approach would potentially influence the tasks related to the phases: plan, design, construct, and hand-over in terms of
reducing hours spent.
“Customer experience intelligence, represent a tool for continuously collecting data
on customer transactions, behaviors or experiences and analyzing that information to
determine customer preferences” [21]. Establishing of such tools are evolving due to

present data gathering and analytic possibilities, sensor technology for capturing data,
and the increasing usage of Internet of Things (IoT). However, data gathering initiatives
about the usage of the product as a whole or in terms of modules, equipment will increase knowledge about user behaviors or experiences to be used in terms of strengthen
the collaboration process aiming at making better products at a lower time consumption
leading to a potentially productivity increase in the phases: plan, design, and construct.
3.2

Robust Process Design

Robust Process Design (RPD) is the firms’ capability reusing existing organizational
and value-chain resources to deliver customer solutions with high efficiency and reliability, so increased variability in customers’ requirements will not significantly influence the operational efficiency [18]. For ETO companies this include integration of
business processes related to the engineering and the production value-chain involving
internal and external entities of the supply chain. As MC is a value based concept, it is
essential to integrate across the value chain to achieve full effect of MC [12], [23].
Thus, willingness and cooperation possibilities across the value chain is one of the success factors of application of MC, therefore standards and tools applicable within the
construction industry is of particular interest. RPD cover three approaches to development capabilities: “Flexible automation”, “Process modularity”, and “Adaptive human
capital” [21] considered as guidance issues rather than limitation of the work related to
creating robust processes used to develop and deliver products to customer.
“Flexible automation, includes automation that is not fixed or rigid and can handle
the customization of tangible or intangible goods” [21]. Each project is subject to a
series of serial and parallel processes taking place in all phases without exception, e.g.
activities necessary for making the design, the requirement specifications, and in general ensuring other mutual clearance of interests, or fulfilling manufacturing processes
taking place on-site or off-site. Therefore, flexibility in processes and atomization of
processes are enablers of customization in order to reducing time consumption potentially leading to a productivity increase in all of the six project phases.
“Process modularity, covers segmenting of existing organizational and value-chain
resources into modules that can be reused or recombined to fulfill differentiated customers’ needs” [21]. Any attempt to modularize whether it covers organizational or
value-chain resources being able to efficiently handle customization and variation will
provide readiness for serving customers’ needs efficiently and thereby increase the
productivity. Prefabrication has become popular mostly because of its ability to improve the productivity in terms e.g. increasing quality, decreasing cost, and accelerating
speed of delivery, etc. Dedicated organizational flexible teams applied inside or outside
the company are enablers of bringing key competences in play in terms of utilizing the
right skills at the right time. The same advantages appears when rethinking the value
chain into ‘flexible modules’ to be combined in order to serve customers’ needs the
most efficient way. Therefore, this approach indicate a productivity connection to primary the following phases: plan, design, and construct.
“Adaptive human capital, is about developing managers and employees who can
deal with new and ambiguous tasks” [21]. Humans are the intellectual capital of the

company ensuring any actions to happen and making the right decisions at the right
time. Employees in the construction industry are used to deal with new and ambiguous
tasks as this has always been the nature of the construction industry. However, the construction industry seems conservative in many ways, especially in terms of adapting
new ways of doing things in particularly coming from the manufacturing industry like
the MC strategy. Nevertheless, this adaptive attitude is a necessity to bring into play to
successful implementing MC or parts of it for harvesting the productivity gains. Therefore, it can be argued that this approach apply indirectly to all phases.
3.3

Choice Navigation

Choice Navigation (CN) is about supporting customer in identifying their needs, specifying the wanted solution using simple, effective and user-friendly product configuration system [13]. CN aims at finding the right level of choices as to many options can
reduce customer value instead of increasing it [8] leading to postponing buying decision. The increasing development of new efficient and user-friendly IT solutions supporting the users in their decision-making process will optimize ETO companies' opportunities of presenting their solution space, which is beneficial for the customers decision making process, and for the ETO companies’ transition process towards a higher
ratio of the three MC capabilities. CN can be divided into three approaches to development capabilities: “Assortment matching”, “Fast-cycle, trial-and-error learning”, and
“Embedded configuration” [21], and these approaches are considered as guidance and
not necessary representing all issues related to CN, also termed product configuration,
as basis for taking in and handling new orders efficiently.
“Assortment matching, deals with software matching characteristics of an existing
solution space (that is a set of options) with a model of the customer's needs and then
makes product recommendations” [21]. Product configuration tools has evolved towards intuitive and user-friendly solutions enabling interactive user-dialog specifying
and creating unique product configurations done in compliance with the solution space.
Implementing such solutions require enormous effort, but the time savings are tremendous as it helps the customer and parties in the value chain during the entire configuration process potentially leading to e.g. reducing time consumption in the design phase,
increasing quality, and reducing rework, thus it has positive effect on the productivity
in the phases: plan, design, and construct.
“Fast-cycle, trial-and-error learning, is an approach that empowers customers to
build models of their needs and interactively test the match between those models and
the available solutions” [21]. Many customers have a strong idea of what they want,
but having investigating possibilities enriching them during the clarifying process as
they can play around with different options evaluating their needs. Such tools has a
positive productivity effect in the phases: plan, design, and construct, as it takes the
customer to a higher level of understanding, and clarifying their needs minimizing design misunderstandings e.g. saving time, increasing quality, and reducing rework.
“Embedded configuration, deals with products that “understand” how they should
adapt to the customer and then reconfigure themselves accordingly” [21]. Many manufactures of homes and interior designers has created reconfigurable solutions in a way

to accommodating many different purposes meeting various customers’ needs. Such
flexible and changeable approaches extend the usage and the functionality, and thereby
the value of the products, since the customer may relate to multiple uses of the product.
This may strengthen the competition position as it may lead to an easier decision making process for the customer, thus such products seems productivity neutral unless the
embedded configuration concept allows fewer products.
Fig. 1 summarizes how the approaches to development capabilities of the three capabilities of MC [21] affect the productivity in the six phases of a construction project.

Fig. 1. Mapping capabilities approached to project phases
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Conclusion

This paper deduce a potentially productivity connection from each of the development
approaches of three fundamental capabilities of MC into the six phases of a construction
project (fig. 1). Even though, it does not clarify how to harvest productivity gains it
indicate that MC is applicable in the construction industry and it justify that further
work along with the three capabilities of MC is beneficial to carry out.
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